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INSTRUCTION SHEET:
HSEMRJ6GWT 07-2008

Errors and omissions excepted.

Strip 26 mm of the jacket and fold braid to cover 
the jacket. Wrap the drain wire around the cable. 
The foil length of the wires passing are 3.5 mm.

Insert the wires from the stripped cable into the cap 
through the hole.

Insert the wires into their correct positions based 
upon the color code.
Remark: Connector is suitable for AWG 22–26 solid
wire. Caution: Foil-shield of pairs may not be
pressed into wire minder. Danger of short circuit
when contacting.

Cut the excess wire off as close to the edge of the 
cap as possible. Use straight side-cutter.
(SCHRACK order code: HTOOL00002)

Attention:
The tips of the wires have to protrude no more
than 0.5 mm.

Make sure that the arrows on the jack and the cap 
face in the same direction.

Align the cap with the IDC towers and press it into 
position.

Rotate the wings toward each other until they snap 
closed. You hear a CLICK.

Insert the shield contact bar into the jack. Ensure 
that the drain wire is wrapped around the cable and
the shielding, to get with the shield contact bar a 
360° screening connection.

Tie-wrap the drain wire and the shield by use of
included cable-tie. If necessary cut the excess shield 
without damage to the cable jacket. Do not over-
tighten the tie wrap! Shield-contact should be 
snug, but not so tight that it crushes the wires.

Cut the excess tie wrap off as close
to the shield contact ring as pos-
sible. Ensure that the end of tie 
wrap is positioned as shown.

In order to remove the connector 
clip, insert a small screwdriver into 
the slot.

DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

drain wire

Tie

Remove the shield contact bar.

Screwdriver

Pull the pairs tight so 
the jacket ends at the 
cap body.


